
All B2B businesses – and many B2C businesses – need case studies to drive understanding 
(what your solution is), value (how it benefits your clients financially), and the social proof of 
their offering (who specifically has benefited). Here are some tips to make sure your case 
study communicates your value and how much you value your customer.

HOW TO BUILD A GREAT CASE STUDY

Gaining agreement with your customers about your case study process is best arrived at late in 
your sales cycle. Take time during your sales process to clarify who will report the results of your 
solution and who can confirm them. This effort will bring a whole new level of trust to your sales 
negotiations. Agreeing in advance to a case study demonstrates that you are committed to the 
success of your client and helps to assure them that you are committed to seeing them (as well 
as your other clients) delighted. 

But what if you didn't gain agreement about a case study during your sales cycle? You're still well 
in the clear. Whether you build your case study internally, or hire ProCaseStudies.com to deliver 
them, case studies are a great way to build trust, re-connect with client leadership, and develop a 
deeper connection with your happy customers.

Start the case study process during the sale

You’ll need your customer’s permission a number of times throughout the case study process.

You’ll need to get permission before the case study is initiated; during the case study process (to 
record and transcribe the interview); and after the case study is completed (to review the facts 
and confirm they are correct and that the tone is consistent with both their brand and yours). Your 
client is your partner on this. They need to be on board through the entire process. Sometimes 
you’ll feel like you are pestering your customer. Keep it simple and straight forward and you’ll find 
the effort makes for an easier process.

Connect with your client through permissions.
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Don’t get fancy or creative with your structure. There are so many reasons this proven case study 
format works. We’ve seen far too many instances where this format has been diluted and the 
case study weakened. The Rule of Three helps people to remember. You’d be well served to apply 
it to your case study.
 
Use “Challenge” because as the Chinese proverb goes, “There are no crises, only opportunities” – 
but you don’t want be seen as opportunistic. “Need” is, well, needy. No one wants to be seen that 
way. “Problems” imply there is something wrong with your customer –that’s a bad way to start, too.
 
“Solution” is superior to alternatives like “Our Recommendation” or anything that puts more focus 
on you instead of on the client. This is where many self-constructed case studies fall short. There 
is so much pressure to make case studies about the offering and not the client and the benefit 
they saw. Case studies are not about your offering – they are about customer success. This is 
easily forgotten when case studies are built internally.  Ignore that warning at your own peril. Do 
your best to continually remind yourself a prospect (the audience) is interested in solutions, not 
products or services. You want to demonstrate you are invested in your clients’ successes, not 
just selling something.
 

Apply the Challenge-Solution-Result format.

Be sure to record the entire customer interview and transcribe it completely. You’ll need permission 
for that. Don’t skimp here. Recording and transcription communicate to the client you are serious 
about the weight of their words and that accuracy is paramount.
 

Interviewing the client (the Subject) 

Publicity, career profile, industry credibility, thought leadership and contributing to success are all 
benefits for participating as a subject in a vendor's case study. Remember that when you’re asked 
to contribute to a case study. Case Studies are karma.  As a subject in a case study, there is very 
little cost (opportunity costs, mostly) involved, and a great deal to gain by telling your story to 
your vendor’s prospects.

Remind the subject of your case study "what's in it for them."

Use the client’s words as often possible.

It's so important that the prospect hear the voice of the client.  It's the job of the case writer to 
make the customer as insightful and smart as possible. Never put words in the customer's 
mouth. Guide them through their facts. Find opportunities to share your metrics to help reconcile. 
Remind yourself that everyone wants to see success. This part is tricky to do on your own, and 
why we're here to help.

Frame the story, but let the client tell it.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/carminegallo/2012/07/02/thomas-jefferson-steve-jobs-and-the-rule-of-3/
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Have the client answer the following questions: "How is the product or service a solution? What 
pain did it alleviate? What costs did it contain?”
 
Make sure to discuss Implementation, Training and Support. Specifically, what was the expectation 
of your customer regarding timing? How long did the client think it would take to implement your 
solution? How long did it actually take? If there are gaps, what happened?  Did those gaps change 
the results? How?

Confirm your solution: What did you deliver?

Document improved performance. Remember, time is money. If what you provided improved 
performance, what metric was used to determine that? 

Confirm the results 

What was the financial impact of your offering? What positive financial changes were the result of 
your solution? These answers are not at most customer’s fingertips. They are tough to get at.  
Even when they are known, clients may hold back on them to prevent you from gaining pricing 
leverage in future negotiations.
 
Everyone's favorite metric is return. For every dollar your customer spent on your offering, how 
many dollars did they get back?  It's not just a simple revenue growth calculation. You have to 
apply a factor to account for other activities that you had no impact on that may have raised 
revenue. The important thing is to gain agreement on what your participation in your customer’s 
improved performance actually is. How did your solution improve your customer’s business?
 
Still struggling to gain agreement? Remember ROI calculations are always estimates because of 
the correlation and causality problem.  Don’t let this deter you.  Work on agreeing on performance 
metrics and their value at the beginning of your sales cycle. If you missed that part – again – 
don’t worry. You can define them during the case study interview. Do your best to probe and clarify 
the financial impact your customer saw. Even if the dollar value of your solution isn’t immediately 
accessible to your customer, you may be able to agree on an estimate or a percent of total impact. 
Think of it as agreeing on your contribution. Did your solution contribute half of your customer’s 
bottom line improvement? A third? It’s your customer’s story, so they own their perception.
 
View this exchange as a significant opportunity to get to know your customers needs and 
concerns – not as a negotiation or an opportunity to persuade them of something.

Do your best to define ROI.

https://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/logic_causation.html
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Focus on the facts.
  
Avoid flowery language and get to the point. In fact, using bullet points is a great way to keep 
word count down and impact up. Review the case study like a story. What did the client say that 
echoes best the concerns and desires of your most valuable customers and prospects?

Find the bullet points and pull quotes.

Play special attention to pull quotes (those featured graphically in the case study's printed 
version). Make sure those get double-checked for accuracy. Sometimes they are the only part 
that gets read.

Make sure you've identified the pull quotes and highlight them graphically.

Integrate all their changes with great care. Once they are happy with it, a signature or email 
confirmation of that approval is very important. You don’t want a customer coming back and 
asking you to recall your case study on a technicality. It’s embarrassing for everyone.
  
You are obliged to give the client and subject of your case study the final approval – no matter 
how many revisions. The client must know exactly how they are being quoted and approve of it.  
This can be trickier than it sounds and one of the main reasons why you see so few quality case 
studies.  Trying to negotiate revisions directly can be challenging. It really helps to have a neutral 
third party working to facilitate something everyone is happy with.

Send the case study to the client for approval.
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PDF 
This format is perfect for creating sales one sheets and easy to print out for face-to-face meetings 
or to send electronically, but search spiders sometimes have trouble with them.  
 
Web page
Your awesome new case study needs to be in text so the search spiders can read it easily.  Yes, 
yes spiders can read .pdf’s and no, no you do not want duplicated content on your site, but you 
should endeavor to make it easy on the spiders. Most importantly, your marketing team will be 
able to count and track your .pdf downloads.  You can use the analytics from those downloads to 
support your sales cycle analysis and any sales or marketing automation you have in place.
 
Video
We find Skype works great. We record our case studies in Screen Flow and the edit from the same 
program. You can go further though, by taping at your client’s office with high-end equipment and 
trained professionals. If you go this route, make sure scripts are approved before you show up. 
Your subjects need to have their statements prepared and have comfort in front of cameras 
before you hit the lights and roll sound. Professional video is not a trivial expense.

Don’t forget to re-purpose your findings- Pull quotes become endorsements. And citations 
become great web copy and calls to action. Don’t miss the opportunity to cite your case studies 
most compelling insights across social media. Finally we’d love to help merchandize your case 
study. If you’ve found this guild helpful or you have a case study that you think is particularly 
good, please send us a link and we’d be thrilled to share it .

Case Studies are the superior content choice for your business's marketing. When done correctly, 
they are inexpensive, persuasive, and measurable. Do it yourself or hire someone to do it for you – 
just get started. Nothing converts prospects as well as exhaustive social proof.

Create multiple versions

Bonus Tip

Conclusion

http://www.telestream.net/screenflow/overview.htm
http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2011/09/pdfs-in-google-search-results.html
http://www.searchenginejournal.com/8-tips-to-make-your-pdf-page-seo-friendly-by/59975/
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